Interactive Visualization for Architecture
The best way for the presentation of architectural projects

Great architects present their projects so that they delight the viewer. They can tell stories about
them in a way that the customer knows exactly what will he get investing thousands or even
hundreds of thousands of dollars. And now we offer the opportunity to prepare interactive
visualizations for each architectural idea. IVA was designed to support creation of great stories, so
anyone could walk through the project - just as if it was a super 3D computer-game. With us, the
expectations of IVA's customers had never had a chance to be captured as real as today!

We proudly present you an innovative solution: production of hyper-realistic visualizations
in Unreal 4 environment, one of the most technologically advanced engines in the world,
used to develop 3D computer games. IVA3D, as a service, helps to create interactive, threedimensional images of architectural projects of various types. So prepared visualizations,
embedded in virtual reality, allow you to move freely in the 3D model of imaged project
with an option of implementing the necessary changes in real time.
IVA3D solution combined with attractive graphic design guarantees complete customer
satisfaction and visual experience at the same level, as is available to players of computer
super-games like best-selling Witcher 3. And all this in a form compatible with the
technology of the future - virtual reality goggles: Oculus Rift and HTC Vive.
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Amazing benefits with IVA3D solution
Enables immediate modification of the environment
No more cumbersome and time-consuming process of image rendering and amendment of
elements - our solution offers the ability to make immediate changes to the project in given
parameters. In contrast to the classic architectural programs such as AutoCAD, Revit LT or even
SketchUp, IVA3D visualization allows easy and quick intervention in appearance of presented
environment in real time.
Do you want to show several colors of walls or present designed interior in a different light? Or
maybe you want to see how it will look like in the room with wooden or stone floor? With our
service it is possible with just a few clicks.

Is absolutely easy and intuitive to use
Projects developed with IVA3D delivered to partners and customers are
ready for presentation on the screen or in a virtual reality goggles. Any
expertise, the need to have expensive graphics programs or the ability to
use them is completely unnecessary. Mouse and keyboard allow for
intuitive navigation through the environment of the project, whilst clicking
the individual objects allows quick modification in accordance with the
parameters prepared beforehand.

Supports virtual reality
Would you like to have the chance to interact or entrance the room in designed apartment?
To stand up behind the sofa or to take a peek through the window? To show customer a
view of inside the villa at sunset?
IVA3D allows you to do all of that, because you watch your project visualization in virtual
reality. Just plug in to the computer VR goggles and customer will feel as if actually walked
the designed room. Effects will be simply delightful!
(Currently, we provide full cooperation with Oculus Rift gogles. In the coming months we plan to expand our services to support
technology with Vive HTC and other available VR goggles)
Graphic source - www.oculus.com

Many sources and output files
Our team is able to prepare visualizations based on
many different sources and output files. Starting
from sketches and architectural drawings, ending
with the projects created in the classic 2D and 3D
programs - such as AutoCAD, Revit LT, AutoCAD
Architecture, ArchiCAD or Sketchup.
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Offering and pricing
Evaluation of creation an IVA3D project is carried out individually - according to the needs, guidelines and
requirements of the customer. We invite you to watch the presentation regarding the potential of our
solution at www.sigmagames.pl/iva3d and establish contact to receive suited offer.

Latest visualization highlighting the charm of Butik I Like! fashion store!
We created interactive visualization based on the project of Butik I like! fashion store located in the
Warszawa Wileńska shopping center with 140 m2 of space. IVA3D has been prepared from submitted
AutoCad and Sketchup files, as well as drawings of an independent artist. This incredible visualization was
created within 4 weeks - graphics in offer show the store.

Feel free to contact us for more details and individual pricing

Contact
The person responsible
for the project development, valuations and
maintaining relations
with partners and
customers of the
company:

Krystian Krzyszczuk
+48 501059524
krystian.krzyszczuk@sigmagames.pl

The company operates in the market since 2009, is
managed by people with extensive business
experience and successes in the field of services
which include: creating video games, serious games
and gamification in business, projects made using
3D technology & virtual reality as well as security
solutions and crisis management.
The young and ambitious team is composed of
talented programmers, graphic artists and designers
who treat every project as an individual challenge.
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